Karoo Taxidermy is an advanced South African Taxidermy company that specialises in delivering high quality trophies at realistic prices. As a leading South African Taxidermist, we take great pride in every aspect of our taxidermy service to our clients.

We offer a complete, personalised taxidermy service to custom-made lifestyle products. Our large network of customers worldwide enables us to facilitate affordable shipping to destinations around the globe.

An advanced taxidermy studio and a pristine spacious studio, enables a quick turn-around time, combined with quality workmanship. After two decades in the art of taxidermy we have certainly gained in-depth knowledge about the industry reputed as leaders in the field.

At Karoo Taxidermy we endeavour to go the extra mile for our clients. We always aim to create a lasting impression, which makes your safari experience a talking point for years to come.
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The full service in-house tannery offers services for tanning hides and skins for trophies, unused back skins to manufacture custom furniture, leather apparel, interior decor items or inserts on trophy pedestals.

Please visit our website on www.karootaxidermy.com for more options.
HASSLE FREE DELIVERY OF YOUR TROPHIES

CRATING & EXPORT
- All crates are optimized and custom made to save our clients on shipping costs.
- Crates are constructed of 9 - 12 mm plywood with IPPC approved internal timber reinforcement.
- All trophies are insured at all times. (Terms and Conditions do apply)
- The larger game trophies like Gemsbuck, Kudu, Eland, etc. will have their horns detached to allow for a smaller crate. However, horns are easily re-attached without any hassle.
- The local State Veterinarian will do the final health and veterinary inspections, and thereafter seal the crate and sign the export documentation. This practice simplifies the export and import of hunting trophies.

DOCUMENTATION
On completion of the hunt, the professional hunter, outfitter and the client will complete and sign a hunting register detailing all species hunted. This register is sent to the provincial Department of Environmental Affairs for the issuing of all export permits. CITES I trophies, Bontebok and Lion to the USA, will require that you apply for a CITES import permit in your country. Once obtained, you retain the original document and send a copy of it to KAROO TAXIDERMY. It is advisable that you obtain the correct applications and advice on regulations pertaining to CITES import permits, from local Fish and Wildlife or conservation authorities who will issue the necessary CITES import permits. This will ensure the smooth delivery of your trophies to their final destination. We can provide you with guidance on all these issues.

With conservation, health and veterinary export documentation all in order, your shipment will be forwarded to a shipping agent, who will arrange for the SA customs clearance. Once cleared, your trophies will be shipped to your Customs Broker at the closest port of entry.

CUSTOMS BROKERING
If you do not have one at your port of entry KAROO TAXIDERMY will be happy to appoint a reputable Customs Broker on your behalf. The Customs Broker will contact you before he commences the clearing of your trophies in order to obtain a Power of Attorney. Clearing fees are payable to the Customs broker. You may collect your trophies from the Broker’s warehouse or arrange with them to have your trophies delivered to your home.

SHIPPING
We utilize experienced shipping agents who are able to handle both air and sea freight shipments. Although consignments have traditionally been delivered by air, our shipping agents have also been able to arrange delivery by ocean freight at considerably lower costs. Please contact us if you would like to discuss your personal trophy requirements.
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